The BUTLER® Legacy

The history of the brand dates back to the year 1901, when the company BUTLER® Manufacturing was founded in the US. This company was acquired in the year 2004 by BlueScope Steel, a leading flat-steel products company, with a manufacturing and marketing reach that spans Australia, Asia and North America.

Over the years, BUTLER® BUILDING SYSTEMS has gained the confidence to take rigid frame design to the limit and lead the growth of engineered steel buildings into worldwide acceptance and favour. BUTLER® brand is built on innovation and attention to customer requirements. By providing timely construction and a superior product, it has achieved a remarkably high repeat customer rate. Tata BlueScope Building Solutions offers BUTLER® BUILDING SYSTEMS in the SAARC Region.
**Key Differentiators**

BUTLER® BUILDING SYSTEMS is a premium, globally renowned engineered steel building solution with exceptional credentials such as On-time Delivery, Leak-proof Roof System, Fully Engineered Solutions, Safe Erection Practices.

**Assured On-time Delivery**
- Delivery commitments as per ‘Front of Load’ leads to higher adherence to on-time delivery

**Fully Engineered Solution**
- We understand requirements & optimise solutions to meet your operational needs.
- BUTLER® Pre-punched system ensures better alignment and faster installation.

**Leak-Proof Roof System**
- Hassle-free process ensures reduction in cycle-time by ‘not shifting the priorities’
- Critical Chain Project Management provides early warning signals for no surprises

**Safe Erection Practices**
- Dedicated Construction Safety Team follows ‘Zero Tolerance’ approach to safety deviations
- SKY-WEB® II System provides fall protection from the roof during construction

**Roof & Wall Systems**

**Roof Systems**
- Profiles made from premium COLORBOND® steel or ZINCALUME® steel for superior corrosion resistance and aesthetics
- MR-24® Roof System
- BR-II™ 900 Roof System

**Wall Systems**
- TRIMDEK® 1015
- CUSTOM ORB® 990
- SHADOWRIB™ 900

**Liner Panel Systems**
- FLEXICLAD® 1110
- PANELRIB® 1110
About Tata BlueScope Building Solutions

Tata BlueScope Building Solutions is a division of Tata BlueScope Steel Limited, which is an equal joint-venture between Tata Steel and BlueScope (Australia) in the field of coated steel, engineered steel building solutions and related building products. The division supplies a range of engineered steel building solutions and takes single source responsibility for the design, manufacture, shipment and erection of steel buildings that can be used for applications in varied segments. The division offers FM Approved MR-24™ standing seam roof system, MR-24™ roof system with liner panel and BR-II™ roof system. The BUTLER® roof systems are certified with FM Approvals and meet the widest range of FM Approvals class in the region. The FM Approved roof systems are widely regarded by all customers as the best-in-class roofs, tested for wind uplift and fire rating. Tata BlueScope Steel maintains high standards in the area of Safety, Health and Environment; and has been certified by Underwriters Laboratory Inc. for ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 & OHSAS 18001:2007 certifications.

For more information, please contact:

Baroda: +91 265 2350403
Bengaluru: +91 80 65837060
Chennai: +91 44 42693319
Delhi: +91 124 4712806
Kolkata: +91 33 65502727
Mumbai: +91 22 66743330
Pune: +91 20 66742000

Tata BlueScope Building Solutions Manufacturing Facility, Pune
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